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It now has been seven years since the end of the last civil war; there was been three since the

United States of America's founding in 1776; the year is now 2076 and much has changed.

The second civil war failed to resolve our nations many disputes; things like: all 'Fortune 500'
corporations as well as Christian churches being granted voting rights and receiving tax exempt status;
the non-ending abortion debate; the on-going failures of our instituting the death penalty; the mass
sanctioned murder of illegal immigrates as well as refugee children; the constant wars being fought on
foreign soil; the Bush/Cheney 'Nukular' Weapons Scandal when found out that they were the ones who
supplied Isis with nuclear weapons and not the Russians as was claimed on Fox News [Who the fuck
allowed George "little retard" Bush and Richard "dick head" Cheney access to nuclear weapons in the
years following their presidency? Who, I ask you?]; and all those other issues that our "elected officials"
refused to resolve while in office.

In the end, however, it did resolve all those things; maybe not through actual resolutions, but by
permanently dividing our nation in two.

The United States of America saw more bloodshed in the five years it took to fight our nations second
civil war; more than any other war in global history. Over 5.5 billion people dead upon its end due to the
Conservatives war methodology - kill everyone. The Geneva Convention be damned; at least as far as
the Conservatives were concerned. Use of both chemical and biological weapons were fair game; as was
torture and summary executions. Conservatives had absolutely no reservations about killing so many
people; as their fight, in their own words, was a battle in the name of their one true god. How quickly
they reverted back to their 'good ole days' of burning people alive; drowning and beheadings. It did not
matter who you were; all heretics, but mainly us Liberals were, in the eyes of their "loving god" subjects
to the Hands of God (the Conservative military elite).

We, on the other hand, mainly refrained from such horrific tactics; relying on our intelligence rather
than on our primitive, act first then think mentality.

By the end, most outside observers would have said that we liberals were on the brink of losing the war;
that all changed when our scientists release the ultimate weapon upon the Conservatives.

No; we did not nuke them. No; we did not use deadly or poisonous nerve agents against them. No, we
did not even release an unending swarm of locus upon their nation or kill their first born sons like they
would have liked (oh, their poor turmoil; fucking conservative Armageddon propaganda bullshit).

What we did do was far more devious. What we did do was end the war once and for all; we ended all
the bloodshed on both sides, for both sides. What we did was use a bomb, a genome bomb; the XHL-
988 genome bomb to be exact. This virtually ended the war overnight, with the Conservatives mostly
just giving up the fight.



If one was so inclined to do so; one should read the Conservatives 'Ut Care Manual' (the 2055 edition)
for a historical account of the final means in which we liberals took to finally force an end to the war;
but, for now, I digress. The war officially ended in 2029.

From the ashes of the empirical nation, the United States of America, came two new nations; one

became a nation comprising mostly of anti-theist, egalitarian-centric liberals (which I am one of); and
the other, a nation comprised of mentally simple, sheep fucking, cumming in their pants anytime they
hear the word god, Zionist-type conservative fucktards.

Our side was for social responsibility and compassion; and their side was for profiteering; imposing what
they still call "god's will" onto their citizens; and..., fucking sheep.  At least that is how I see it.

It took nearly a year, but a treaty had finally been devise.

The Liberals Nation took everything north of the equator; as well as Canada, Alaska (the Conservatives
had already burned what was left of Canada and Alaska after the Keystone Pipeline disaster to the
ground; the only real loss to them was the self erected, tax payer paid, presidential Sarah Palin
monument. Just another, "what the fuck"); we also gained claim to the entire California territories.

The Conservatives took everything south of North Carolina, including Georgia, Texas, Florida, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Arizona. The Conservatives were also granted claim to all the conquered South
American territories that they seized during our civil war.

A wall was erected from coast to coast by both sides, with a quarter mile separating the borders of our
two nations; this area soon became called, "the Death Zone".  Both Conservative military and Liberal
militia personnel were posted approximately every hundred yards or so along both sides of the border.
Only those with a properly issued travel passes were allowed to cross the divide.



Over a period of thirty or so years; relations between the liberal people and that of the conservatives

seemed to relax somewhat; we had even began some limited trade agreements with the Conservatives.
Liberals developed a strong want for Ut meat and Aged Havana Girl Cigars and the Conservatives were
all whinny and desperate for the basics like purified water and a sources of clean renewable energy.

All that ended when the Conservatives bombed our Venezuela embassy in 2063, with the use of both
biological and chemical weapons in clear violation of the North America Cease in Hostility Treaty. This
unprovoked attack in essence nullified the treaty thereby reinstated our previously fought civil war with
one another.

And although the hostilities were limited to the country of Venezuela; we were still technically in
another civil war; which really was not a new civil war but just a long pause of our second.

The weapons used by the Conservatives caused the killing and/or mutilation all those within the
embassy's walls (including my aunt Sarah). Over 600 children, most of which were children under ten
years of age; several dozen of which were just newborns; were amongst the causalities

Why were these children there in the first place you may ask? Well, because only a few days earlier,
some unknown group went into their tribal village and slaughtered all that they could. The children were
the refugees of just one of the larger Neophyte tribes. A tribe, that up until that point, had lived a rather
peacefully existence; an existence that had gone on for thousands of years in the Amazon rainforest,
unseen by any outsiders until their discovery in 2055.

In this case, it was not the Liberals that the Conservatives were wanting to kill; it was the Neophyte's
themselves that the Conservatives desired to sanction. The Government for Spiritual Salvation (the
conservative government) had taken a vow to wipe out the entire Neophyte tribes; as they were
considered an abomination to god. The killing of liberal heathens was just a bonus for many of the
Hands.

For their crusade to genocide the entire Neophyte people and for their attack on our embassy; we went
to war... Again.

When the word of the embassy attack was received by our government managers, the call was made
for the launch of over 500,000 unmanned patrol and protect drones; most of which were directed to fly
over major Conservative cities and known militaries installation.

Unlike the drones used by the conservatives, our drones would have only been used if absolutely
necessary; and although the Conservative government was quick to deny any involvement with the
attacks on our embassy; they had attempted, many times, to shoot down our drones whenever one



entered certain military airspace (they did not seem to interested in civilian air space); all their attempts
failed to do so.

At the same time that we launched drones over the main Conservative territory, we launched similar
drones over Venezuela; where we had quickly quashed the Conservative militants.

Our quick response and our show of supremacy in the airs had the leaders in the conservative
government scared shitless. They adamantly denied any involvement in the attacks on our embassy , but
when we threatened to end all trade relations with them and their people; they finally admitted that
their holy war with the Neophyte tribes. They claimed that the attack on the embassy, however, was not
authorized.

After six months of renegotiating the new terms of our treaty with each other; our leaders finally agreed
to begin trade again with one another.

The newly edited version of the treaty demanded that the Conservatives grant us the ability to inspect,
unrestricted, all of their laboratories and warehouses for stockpiles of nuclear, chemical and/or
biological WMD's; they were to forever end their holy crusade against the Neophyte people; and
further, they were to begin exporting live Ut livestock to the Liberal Nation at a greatly decreased price
of course. In exchange; they would continue to receive our humanitarian aid of purified water;
renewable energy and so on.

When we liberals established our new Government of Liberty and Freedom in the year 2026; the

constitution that we had thoughtfully constructed, made it very clear and straight-forward, that all
citizens are equal in our new nation, regardless of their race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation and
expression, national origin, age, disability, ancestry, place of birth, gender, marital status, ancestry,
criminal record, genetic information, ethnicity, military service, drug use (except when job safety is an
issue), national origin, etc. Further; the constitution put in place safeguards which were to prevent the
corruption of our government and its infringement upon our personal liberties.

This was not the case however; because within a matter of thirty years; our free nation saw a foothold
taken place within our government by those with both personal, spiritual or conservative agendas.

As a result, many of our rights and liberties were being eroded away from us through, and the
reemergence of  greed, corruption and the implementation of the personal morality laws based upon
the beliefs of a very few within our nation began to take place.

How, you may ask? Because simply we allowed it. When the government began imposing upon the
citizens of our nation their draconian decrees of what they considered lawfully immoral; we did
nothing.



With each Act we did not stand up and fight against; was an Act which was designed to specifically
subvert the 'rule in the people' clause of our Constitution; the same clause which had given sovereignty
to the individual citizen. With the implementation of these secret decrees, a secret police force was able
to be created so that they would be enforce without question. We were all royally fucked.

Not that it mattered much; all the signs were there that this was already going on; we simply did not
take the action required of us.

Some, argue that we want to be ruled over; have our daily likes controlled, like that of the Ut. But the
truth was that we had not recovered from the billions upon billions of our liberal brethren being snuffed
out of existence by the wages of our civil war; we simply were not yet up to the task of fighting the
enemy within.

Even though the Acts of Parliament were secret; eventually there reached a point where these Acts
could not continue to remain a secret. It became to obvious to us Citizens that many of their friends and
family members went missing without any explanation. Eventually the word got out about which of our
liberties were no longer our liberties and what happens to those who don't comply with the new
morality laws.

Many bans were put into place under the guise of "for the good of society"; of the worst of these bans
were the bans on a person's sexual freedom; once again, it became illegal to have sex outside the
confines of marriage; as well as bans on prostituting yourself or going to prostitutes were then made
illegal. Additionally, a ban on all forms of public nudity were instituted; bans on free speech in the media
and all public protests were enacted; bans on any illicit drug use; as well as many others which imposed
the shaky morality of a few upon the masses.

Once the word was out on these secret laws; the government found that their war on the people much,
much, easier to pursue. Now, they could run their propaganda campaigns openly, and work to gain the
support of the few others whom happened to agree with them to some extent; and with each new
recruit they were able to brainwash; they were able to gain ten more recruits to brainwash in to joining
their cause.

Why is it that we can never learn? It is said, that those that do not study history, are bound to repeat
history.... But, that is not true. Even if you study history, a few fucking idiots will drag the rest to repeat
it anyways.

The government took great strides in vilifying all sexual activities outside the bonds of their definition of
marriage; but nothing like what they did to the people who refused to hide their pedophilia from the



world; like it was some sort of shameful and disgusting act; for these people, they spent trillions, in tax
payers money, to run their propaganda campaigns.

The few "elected" that seemed to be running the show, as it were, did everything they could to stoke
the fires of hate; convincing most of the nation, that what they themselves had been engaging in with
their own children or with other children were an affront; and something they should be ashamed of.

Eventually, most of society, began to believe the news stories (you know the ones that cited scientific
studies from the late twentieth century; science that had already been debunked decades prior; yes,
those studies); and with that came the many modern day witch hunts, the kangaroo courts and the
imprisonment that often ended with the murder of those convicted. Hundreds of thousands of men and
women alike were murdered while they were supposed to be serving their sentences.

Because of morality laws, convicted pedophiles made up the largest segment of the prison population;
and because of the hate campaign, they were not beyond the cruelness of guards and the courts turning
a blind eye to the thousands of inmate on inmate murders which had been occurring; or the  late night
beatings and others forms of torture conducted by the guards themselves. When it came to the
pedophiles, there was nothing that anyone could done that would have warranted criminal charges; in
fact; government secretly supported the murder of pedophiles; and only spoke of the good that had
been done, when one was killed.



There were many causalities brought to our free and peaceful people prior to the Sexton Uprising;

which was the event which eventually open the nations eyes to the truth regarding our governments
morality laws and what their true agenda had been; and where billions of citizens decided to get off
their collective asses and out of their dazed stoopers and finally take action. One of these causalities was
my daddy who was arrested, tried and sentenced to life in prison for engaging in a sexually loving
relationship with his offspring and not hiding it behind closed doors; and where he was eventually
murdered because of the government sanctioned hate campaigns.

My name is Jessica Saxton; I am now eleven years old; and it was my public cry to action that had found
the support our nation needed to grow a pair of nuts and take back our government.

If we, all are to be guaranteed equality, as we are by our god given rights and our constitution;
then we must all be willing to take equality right up the asshole, if necessary, and without
exception. We must all accept the freedom of one's personal choice, or have none at all.

I had just turned seven years old; it was the year 2072, when I gave that statement on the front steps of
our nation's capital. The statement was vulgar, yes; but it did its unintended job and gained the support
our nation needed to eventually take back our government. I am not certain if there would have been a
similar response if the person who gave it was older than I was at the time.

Amongst the first laws and policies to be abolished upon the conclusion of the second civil war, were all
the laws which restricted citizens' from  their personal freedoms;  for those had been made law, in no
small part, due to the demands made by the religious establishments of the time. When our nation took
a critical look at all these laws our citizens saw that many of these laws were based religious morality
and not actual science. if the law lacked a scientific basis to keep it was eliminated.

Most of the laws to be thrown out had to do with either drugs, sex or freedom of personal expression
(rock and roll). However, some of the laws only had to do with restricting and forbidding the freedom of
the youth population.

Apparently back in the first quarter of the twenty-first century; youth were prevented from voting, being
able to determine what happens to them when they lay dying from a horrible disease, or when they
were impregnated by a rapist, when they wanted to engage in sexual actives with friends, family
members or anyone else of their choosing; or even when they fought and died in the many corporate
and religious wars of the time, were forbidden from even drinking a beer or smoking a bit of weed.

Though many of these unjust laws were gotten rid of completely; some laws remained, such law, in
particular remained; the Violent Crime Control and Enforcement Act (also known largely as Megan's
Law) could not done away outright; they did serve some good for society; though not without first being
rewritten to reflect the real science.



In regards to the Megan's Law sex offender watch lists; the law was rewritten so that if you were not
convicted of a brutally violent and undesired rape, kidnapping, or murder; and if you were still alive; you
were eligible to petition the court and have your name removed and your record expunged from any
and all criminal database of any wrong doing in those regards. Even those who had long ago died, had
their advocates; and were allowed to eventually have their namesakes cleared of any wrong doing.

With many of the old morality and sex crime laws abolished after the second civil war; our liberal nation
witnessed the sharpest drop in youth crimes and suicides in over one-hundred years of related recorded
history; the Conservatives, on the other hand, saw a extreme increase in both instances (and that is not
even considering the demographics of all the children in prison camps for sexually deviant children).

Scientists studied the phenomenon for many years after the numbers began to show this drastic
decrease in crime and suicide and finally came to the conclusion that the reason for the drop was due to
the fact that children were now allowed to practice their sexual nature (you would really need to read
all the studies; I surely cannot include them in this report; they are far too technical; even for me)
openly. The studies showed that children who received sexual affection from their parents, and who did
not receive the shame therapy which was common practice in the early twenty-first century, had much
higher self esteems than their counterparts; they performed better in school and developed much
stronger friendships with others. The scientists also concluded, that left to their own devices, over 90
percent of the liberal population was actively engaging in one form of pedophilia or another. The
scientific community believed that this was not just explicit to the Liberal Nation, but was human nature
in general; that in most other nations or in many tribal societies where there is no "one true god",
pedophilia was prevalently a natural occurrence.

When the morality laws were later created (circa 2040); children were forced once again to be neglected
and abused by their friends and family members; for those parents whom complied with the decrees;
their children began to shows signs out disruptive and destructive behavioral outbursts. Not only that,
but the parents themselves who would not have otherwise been physically abusive to their children,
began to show signs of potential violence; without the sexual relationships with their children, these
parents loss the connections and bonds they had with their children.

Prisons began to see a steady increase, and the GDP of our nation saw a sharp decrease. It was clear to
many science-minded people that there was a collation between the two; but those in government
refused to accept the facts, so nothing changed.

Everything from simple theft and home invasions to school shootings and serial killings went up during
this period.

It was not allowed for scientists to conduct or even publish the research they already had on childhood
sexuality; a moratorium had been decreed against any entity from even speaking on matters found to be
immoral by the government; punishable by possible life in prison.



As a result, no news media, magazine or blog spoke out against the lies being said regarding pedophilia.
At least not until my daddy was murdered, and I refused to comply with the governments demands.

When I went on national television and gave my speech on the front steps of the capital; I did so
knowing that, even at seven years of age; I could have easily receive a criminal punishment. I did not
care; my daddy was dead; he was not going to be around to love or even fuck me anymore, and I was
pissed off at the whole fucking world; but more so at my fellow citizens, who all sat back and did nothing
to prevent such atrocities from occurring in the first place. I assumed that certain people in the media
agreed, and that was why my speech aired uncensored.

After the speech, my family and I went home, expecting that all of us maybe going to jail very quickly.
When our arrest, or at least mine never happened, we were very surprised to find out why.

It was my aunt Nikole who called to inform us that my speech had not only found time in the national
news spotlight; but was also leading news on all global networks. In a matter of a single day, Jennifer
Saxton had become a folk hero for our entire nation.

In the days which followed my speech; ten million of our citizens descended upon the capital; all calling
for the heads of our former heads of state and any whom had been complicit in their agenda.

Realizing that they hadn't a chance in hell to remain in control, an attempt to flee the capital was made.
A attempt that turned out to be futile; as all were quickly snatched up by the militia, arrested and held
until they could face a military tribunal (the courts that govern acts of treason by those elected into our
government).

Not a single bullet was fired; not a single bomb dropped; not a single explosive used; and not a single
drop of blood was spilled during the Saxton Uprising; those who had been in charge knew they had no
real power to stop the revolt brought on by their tyranny; the militia was duty bound to the citizens, not
them.

An interim government was established to temporarily manage the duties of those that had been
previously elected under false pretense. Twenty-two million citizens had eventually made it to the
capital so that they could support and so that they could cast their vote in the chosen interim
government members in the emergency election.

The chosen were made up  of scientists, doctors, teachers, union leaders, etc.

Oh, and me... Yes me. Because of the speech I gave, I was written in as the  most popular choice of the
chosen ones. And, as it turned out; the position I held was not just that of a figure head; I had been
granted real power; real power to effect positive changes in our nation.



Not only did I become the youngest person to ever serve in any civil government; at only seven years of
age; but I was the youngest to also be appointed Prefect of Parliament (the highest position there is;
kind of like, Speaker of the House.

It was the interim governments duty to oversee the countermanding of all the unconstitutional decrees
which had been made over the previous thirty years; to weed out all those who were implicit and who
had served the secret police force; to arrange for every former elected government member and their
lackeys to be given a fair military tribunal; and to oversee the nations next election, which was to occur
in the eight months following.

Over 88,000 men and women were brought to trial in accordance with the previously established JAG
laws; most of which pleaded their cases before the tribunals and were released under strict conditions
of compliance. However, for those, who had become known as "The Core"; only six chose imprisonment
over banishment.

I did not sit in government long enough to see the entire lot of tribunals; but I did sit there long enough
to witness the final punishments being doled out on the Core; and that gave me just enough strength to
be able to move on with my life. I know there are thousands upon thousands of sons and daughters who
would not get the same satisfaction I did and for them, I empathize.

Now, our nation is once again strong; and it is my greatest wish that we all keep it that way; never again
can we just sit on our asses and let evil take control. I would rather die.

Oh, and don't ask me why 167 members of the Core had chosen the possibility of a slow painful death
nearly assured by banishment over that of imprisonment; perhaps it was because they feared receiving
the same justice they promoted be done to pedophiles like my daddy while in prison themselves. Turns
out that most of those that are in prison, hate the government (especially the one they created) much
more than they hated the pedophiles they put there.



The End


